Easily create and quickly change areas of different temperatures within your freezer, cooler, warehouse, open dock or production area, and conserve vital floor space and racking space

» Maintain consistent temperatures in each zone for maximum energy efficiency and reduced shrink

» Create temporary storage for refrigerated or frozen product

» Contain heat from production equipment or isolate temperature-controlled areas

» Save the cost of building permanent rigid walls and consume less space

» Retain flexibility to reconfigure, relocate, or remove walls as future needs change

TZ Insulated Curtain Walls
TZ Insulated Curtain Walls

Constructed of industrial vinyl wrapped around antimicrobial polyester batting, Zoneworks® TZ Insulated Curtain Walls come in three models for different temperature-separation needs:

TZ15 provides up to 15°F (8°C) of temperature separation.
TZ35 provides up to 35°F (20°C) of temperature separation.
TZ40+ provides 40°F (22°C) or more of temperature separation.
TZF Insulated Curtain Wall with enhanced flame resistance provides up to 35°F (20°C) of temperature separation. Internal carbon fiber construction limits smoke and flame spread. Meets NFPA Class A Standard. Full specifications available upon request.

Easy installation
Zoneworks Insulated Walls suspend easily from ceiling joists or roof deck. Custom engineering ensures proper fit around corners and obstructions.

Quick, clean reconfiguration
Easily move, lengthen or shorten your modular insulated curtain walls to match your facility use or product mix – with no wall demolition. Individual panels connect securely with Velcro® attachment.

Energy-efficient floor sweep
Flexible bottom sweep seals against floor to minimize energy loss and help maintain temperature consistency.

Compatible with all doors
Any door type can be incorporated into the design of a Zoneworks Curtain Wall. If desired, door framing can also be included in most applications.

Fire retardant material
Polyester batting is FMVSS-302 certified. Fire retardant vinyl fabric meets NFPA-701 and CFM flame resistant standards. TZF Curtain Wall is available with greater fire-protection properties.

Available options
» Clear vision panels
» Overhead fill panels
» FDA white vinyl
» Stand alone mounting frames
» Flexible wall support hanger

Note: Retrofit installation of any full height wall or curtain to an existing building may necessitate re-configuration or expansion of building fire suppression sprinkler system to maintain code compliance. It is the responsibility of the end user to consult with their insurer and/or local fire officials prior to installation of any retrofit curtains or walls.